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Lecture Overview 

It is well known that the colonial rule had effected several 

fundamental changes in the agrarian relations in India. 

Commercialization of agriculture, including the conferment 

of property rights in land remains the most well known 

among these changes. The nature and extent of the 

structural modifications in the agrarian sector under the 
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colonial state cannot, however, be understood without an 

adequate appreciation of the various aspects of agrarian 

relations in pre-colonial India. This lecture attempts to 

provide an overview of the agrarian social structure in pre-

colonial India. Relations among the various components of 

the pre-colonial agrarian society are discussed within the 

larger context of an enquiry into the extent to which social 

forces in India had crystallized to deal a terminal blow to 

feudalism. Was feudalism still the dominant force behind 

agrarian social relations in India in the eighteenth century? 

Or was it on its way out?  Was the Indian society ready, on 

the eve of colonial intervention, for the agrarian and social 

revolution that sets the stage for an eventual industrial 

revolution? The following analysis addresses these basic 

questions. It begins with a brief general introduction, 

proceeding shortly to a detailed analysis of the agrarian 

relations in Mughal India, focusing primarily on the rights, 

relation and internal differentiation among three major 

stakeholders in the Mughal agrarian system—Jagirdars, 

Zamindars and peasants. However, at no point are we to 

lose sight of the basic conflict of interest between peasants 

as primary producers and the rest as extractors.   
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General Introduction 

The Indian society is one of the oldest in the history of the 

world.  The period between the Indus Valley Civilization and 

the battle of Plassey covers roughly five thousand years. 

This long period is the History of independent India. After 

that it is the history of a dependent India. This vast country 

is home of many nationalities of varying size. Each of these 

nationalities has had their own language culture, ways of 

life and economy etc. There were very few large centralized 

governments before the coming of the British which ruled 

the entire country, except the Mauryans, the Guptas and 

finally the Mughals. But None of them, strictly speaking, 

embraced the whole of India. Diversity characterized not 

only Indian polity but its agrarian conditions, economic 

systems, industrial organization as well as commercial and 

cultural practices. As a matter of fact, there was no single 

Indian society, but a number of societies at different stages 

of development. Keeping this larger background in let us 

now turn to the agrarian social structure in Pre British India. 

We take the term pre-British in the most immediate sense, 

that is, to denote the agrarian rural society as it existed in 
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India, broadly speaking, during the Mughal times up to the 

eighteenth century.  

 

The Ruling Class 

Pre-colonial Indian society, generally speaking, was divided 

into two main sections. The emperor and his aristocracy 

together formed the ruling class while the peasantry and 

other toiling masses were the ruled. During the Mughal rule,  

a large section of the ruling class was composed chiefly of 

„foreigners‟—such as Iranis and Turanis—who came from 

Central and West Asia. Indian princes who ruled over 

autonomous territories formed the rest of the ruling class. 

The Mughal state was sustained by a vast centralized 

bureaucracy and a standing army of matching proportions. 

The main concern of this military bureaucratic state was to 

extort from the peasantry the maximum share of the 

produce by coercion or threat of coercion.  

 

Stakeholders in Land Revenue 

Under the Mughals the state expropriated the produce from 

land of two types. One was the Khalisa or crown land which 

was somewhat similar to Sita land during the Mouryan time. 
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Revenue from these lands was collected by imperial officials 

and went directly into the state treasury. Khalisa lands, 

however, comprised only a fraction of the total lands under 

the Mughals. The greater part was parcelled out as Jagirs 

and assigned to high military officers of the realm, called 

mansabdars or holders of ranks, in lieu of their pay and for 

meeting the expenses of army units under their charge. 

Jagirdars were transferred from one Jagir to another, 

usually after an interval of three years. Jagir was merely a 

right to authorized land revenue and other taxes and not a 

heritable privilege.  

 

Revenue Villages 

Apart from the Khalisa-Jagir divide, revenue units, or 

villages, were classified in terms of ownership and control. 

The two most usual types are the ryoti village or village 

held by the peasants themselves and the zamindari village. 

In the former, the state transacted revenue matters with 

individual peasants while in the latter, the task of revenue 

collection devolved on the zamindar. Baden Powell in his 

Land Systems of British India (1892) observed another kind 

of village where joint or common ownership prevailed.  
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Zamindars: Rights and Relations 

If jagirdars without any hereditary claim to the peasant‟s 

revenue represented one end of the Mughal agrarian 

structure, zamindars with a hereditary claim to the same 

constituted the other. Zamindars were present throughout 

the Mughal Empire and arguably occupied the most 

important position in the agrarian structure of Mughal India.  

In pre-Mughal times, the term zamindar usually referred to 

the chief of a territory. Although the Mughal rulers made 

zamindars accept Mughal overlordship, mere 

acknowledgement of a superior, but distant, authority did 

not reduce the local standing of the zamindar so long as he 

was left free to administer his territory. From Akbar‟s time, 

it became the norm across the Mughal empire to address 

any person with a hereditary claim to a direct share in the 

peasant‟s revenue as a zamindar. Earlier, this particular 

authority was called Khut and Muqaddam in the Doab, 

Satarahi and Biswi in Awadh, Bhomi in Rajasthan and Vanth 

or Banth in Gujrat. Many of these terms, however, 

continued to be used interchangeably with the zamindar. 
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Nurul Hasan, the foremost scholar on Mughal zamindars, 

has classified them into three categories in terms of 

authority and influence. To begin with there were the 

primary zamindars with some proprietary rights on land. 

Immediately above him stood the secondary zamindars 

invested with some intermediary rights and responsibility to 

collect the state‟s land revenue. The most influential 

zamindars were autonomous chiefs who practically ruled 

their own territory in exchange for a fixed annual tribute to 

the Mughal state.  

 

Typically, the zamindars were entrepreneurs who had 

settled villages and distributed lands among the peasantry. 

The local authority of the zamindar therefore derived from 

the tradition of control exercised by himself and his 

kinsmen over the village peasantry for generations. 

Historically, zamindari rights often predated the Mughal 

state. However, the king could create zamindari in a village 

where none existed. Technically he could also dislodge a 

zamindar but actually did so only in cases of sedition and 

non-payment of revenue.  
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Zamindars were not proprietors of the soil and had no right 

to enhance the rates of land revenue. Zamindari right 

meant a claim on the produce of the soil bundled together 

with the land revenue demand of the state. In practice 

though, it could be, and was, bought and sold, much like a 

private property. At the same time, zamindari was 

inheritable and divisible—the heirs of zamindar could divide 

the fiscal claims and perquisites of a zamindari in 

accordance with the law of the land.  

 

Generally, the pre-colonial state tended to avoid 

confrontations with the entrenched zamindars. However, it 

also insisted on converting the zamindars into agents of the 

government for revenue collection. The conversion of a 

zamindari into an instrument of revenue collection, and of 

the zamindar into a state official, in turn entitled the latter 

to a payment for his services. This payment was calculated 

as a share in the total revenue collected by a zamindar. 

This payment, fixed at ten percent of the total revenue 

collected, was called nankar (allowance). In cases where 

revenue from a zamindari was collected by state agents 

directly, the zamindar was granted share in the revenue 
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called malikana (ownership), also fixed at ten percent. In 

Gujrat, the fiscal claims of the zamindar, called vanth or 

banth, were higher while in the Deccan zamindars were 

entitled to similar fiscal claims like chauth (one fourth) and 

Sardeshmukhi (ten percent). Under the Marathas, these 

cesses were claimed less by the weight of tradition than by 

force. In Shivaji‟s time, the state claimed one fourth of the 

chauth and the entire sardeshmukhi, the rest entrusted to 

the Maratha feudatories.  

 

Apart from these major fiscal claims, the zamindars 

collected a variety of petty perquisites from the peasantry 

such as dastar shumari (turban tax), khana shumari (house 

tax), cesses on birth and marriage, taxes from weekly 

markets and tolls on merchandise passing through their 

zamindaris, special contributions on festive occasions and 

other temporary, irregular or occasion specific levies from 

time to time.  

 

The perquisites enjoyed by the autonomous chiefs—rajas, 

ranas, raos and rawats—were far greater. As Irfan Habib 

has written, the state treated primary and secondary 
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zamindars as „mere propertied subjects‟ but granted 

considerable autonomy to the chiefs. They paid nothing to 

the state except a fixed regular tribute (peshkash) to the 

emperor and retain for themselves whatever else they 

collected from the peasantry. As a whole, they were 

empowered, as collectors of the land revenue, to use all 

kinds of methods to ensure timely payment. They were 

therefore very well equipped, by custom and the state, with 

the means to subject the peasantry to serious exploitation.   

 

The top stratum of the zamindars comprised the ruling 

class. The smaller local zamindars, zamindars, however, 

had many ties with the peasantry. In many cases, they 

shared a common caste or subcaste with the peasantry. 

They lived in the villages and were bound by powerful 

kinship and cultural ties with the villagers.  As such, they 

formed a perfect contrast to the absentee zamindars in the 

colonial period. With the subsequent intensification of the 

struggle for land revenue or rent between feudal elements 

themselves, the structural contradictions between jagirdars 

and zamindars, including autonomous chiefs, assumed a 

sharp edge and the latter often sided with their rebellious 
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peasantry, transcending their own location within the 

exploiting class. 

 

Other Grantees and Intermediaries 

A number of revenue grantees and intermediary tenure 

holders made up yet another group with distinct claims to 

state revenues. Apart from jagirdars the state bestowed its 

patronage, in the form of lands grants for subsistence, to 

religious men and institutions. Revenue grants made to 

religious scholars as individuals were called madad i maash 

(aid for subsistence). It was not a right over land, but over 

the prescribed revenue from its produce. Such rights were 

not hereditary but could be partially renewed on appeal by 

the heirs of the original grantee, subject to the emperor‟s 

approval. By the final years of Aurabgjeb‟s reign, madad i 

maash came to be entirely hereditary and more or less 

acquired all the characteristics of a zamindari in practice, 

including sale and purchase. Grants for the maintenance of 

religious institutions such as shrines, tombs, madrasas, or 

waqf, on the other hand, came in the form of permanent 

allocation of revenue from specified lands.  
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The other customary claimants to a share from the village 

revenue were the village headman and the village record 

keeper who doubled up as local agents of the state. The 

village headman—called muqaddam in North India, patel in 

the Deccan—were responsible for land revenue collection 

and maintenance of law and order within the village. He 

was paid either through a grant of revenue free land in the 

village or in cash calculated as a percentage in the total 

revenue realized. He also enjoyed a customary claim to a 

specified amount of produce from the peasants. The village 

accountant—patwari in North India and kulkarni in the 

Deccan—who kept a record of the revenues collected from 

individual peasants and assisted the state in estimating the 

paying capacity of the peasants or the village as a whole, 

likewise received either a revenue free land or a 

commission on the revenue realized. The office and 

perquisites of the headmen and accountant were 

hereditary, although the latter, enjoyed quantitatively 

smaller benefits, befitting his position.   
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The Peasantry  

Jagirdars, zamindars and other grantees enjoyed superior 

rights to the produce of the lands. The peasantry, however, 

comprised the main producing classes. They constituted the 

primary class in the rural society and the revenue collected 

from them sustained the whole state apparatus.  

 

There was considerable differentiation among the peasantry 

in terms of wealth and social status. Peasants with greater 

resources cultivated larger lands and employed agricultural 

labours. Consequently, they could acquire village headships 

and enjoy claims to the produce of other villagers. This 

disparity was clearly recognized in official records. The 

richer peasants were called Khud Kasht in North India, 

Gharualas in Maharastra and Mirasdars in the Deccan. The 

poorer ones were described as Raza Ria’ya in North India, 

Paltis in Rajsthan and Kunbis in Maharastra. 

 

Monetization of the economy was a primary reason for 

growing disparity between sections of the peasantry.  As a 

rule, land revenue was collected in cash. Payment in cash 

had been in practice even in the fourteenth century, well 
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before the coming of the Mughals. According to Irfan Habib 

cash collection was certainly the rule at the beginning of 

Akbar‟s time and the land revenue demand was quite high. 

Soviet historian I V Pavlov too has written of how the influx 

of gold and silver following the price revolution in Europe 

contributed to the profusion of money circulation in Mughal 

India. Since revenue had to be paid in cash, the peasants 

had to sell their produce to the market or to merchants on 

the eve of the harvest. Against this background, a peasant 

who had the means to cultivate cash crops, which fetched 

better price, enjoyed an advantage over those who 

cultivated food crops. It was not easy to shift to cash crop 

cultivation for it demanded larger investments in seeds, 

irrigation, soil and fertilizers. The demand of revenue in 

cash therefore enhanced the disparity between a better off 

section of the peasantry that switched to cash crops and a 

poorer section that struggled to maintain their food crop 

cultivation. The uniform distribution of the revenue burden 

on the peasantry, ignoring their resource disparities, in 

effect placed a heavier load on the poor. At the local level, 

the village community reinforced the divisions by levying 
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lower rates on the khudkasht peasants and calling upon the 

raza ria’ya to balance the deficit.  

 

The peasantry was divided also in terms of location and 

kinship. Those who had a permanent residence in the 

village (khudkasht in north India, mirasdar in Mahrastra and 

thalvaik or thalkar in the Deccan) enjoyed a higher status 

than temporary residents (pahi kasht in northern India, 

upari in Maharastra). Caste and kinship ties (bhaiyachara), 

on the other hand, was at once a source of local 

divisiveness and supra local affinity.  

 

Below the peasants there stood the menial labourers. They 

were a cheap source of labour for the zamindars as well as 

the peasants during sowing and harvesting seasons. The 

maintenance of a large labour force reduced the cost of 

production and maximized the „surplus‟ produce of the 

peasant, affording a greater exploitation of land revenue by 

the ruling power. In the suppression and exploitation of the 

menial labourer, therefore, the state, the zamindar and the 

peasant were equally complicit.  
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Village Community 

The village community existed in most of the Indian 

villages, though not in every village. It was generally an 

administrative unit. It was responsible for collective 

payment of land revenue to the State‟s officials or the 

revenue farmer and managed a common pool from which 

the village officer, priests, menials and village artisans were 

given remuneration in kind for their services. The 

panchayat was the arbitration wing of the community, 

deciding upon all kinds of village affairs including domestic 

issues, land disputes or criminal cases. Village communities 

were not egalitarian classless societies, and the panchayat 

was usually controlled by the dominant group. The 

panchayat was not above the state, but the latter generally 

left it alone to the extent their interests did not conflict. 

Other prominent members of the village community were 

mahajans or moneylenders who as mediators between the 

state and peasants enjoyed considerable control over rural 

society and economy. Village artisans were the other 

important component of the village community. In 

Maharastra, where the system was well developed, these 

village servants, including watchmen and washermen, 
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whose payment was disbursed from the common pool, were 

called balutedars. Village community or village servants 

were not present in a systemic form in every village, but 

one or the other feature could be observed across the 

country.  

 

Capitalist Features 

It is necessary at this point to examine the extent to which 

capitalist features characterized precolonial agrarian 

relations. Karl Marx pointed out that the transformation of 

rent-in-kind into money-payment presupposed a 

considerable development of commerce, of urban industry, 

of commodity production in general and thereby of money 

circulation. In pre-colonial India, too, revenue demand in 

cash boosted the production of cash crops and contributed 

and benefitted from considerable development of 

commerce, urban industry, commodity production and 

circulation of money.  

 

While the village was largely self reliant in respect of 

consumption needs, it was certainly isolated from the 

outside world. On the contrary, it was vulnerable to the 
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caprices machinations of merchants, usury capital and 

market. Both bazars or retail markets, and mandis or 

wholesale markets for the sale and purchase of grain were 

an integral part of the precolonial agrarian landscape. At 

the same time, there had developed considerable inland 

and coastal trade between far-flung cities such as Bengal on 

the one hand and northern India, Gujarat and Coromandel 

Coast on the other. Fabulously wealthy merchants and 

banker families such as Virji Vohra of Surat and Jagatseths 

of Murshidabad went on amassing fortunes even as primary 

producers struggled to make ends meet.  

 

Was there private ownership over land?  

Jagir was a right to authorized land revenue and other 

taxes, but it did not include right of alienation at will. Madad 

i mash or waqf grants too did not exactly represent 

proprietary rights. Zamindari certainly did not signify 

proprietary rights. The peasant‟s claim to land was not 

dismissed by the state, but he possessed no right of free 

alienation. The individual peasant had the hereditary right 

of occupancy to his plot of land so long as he cultivated it 

and paid the land revenue. On the whole it appears that 
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proprietary rights in land were not fully developed in 

precolonial India. In a land surplus economy where 

oppression and famines frequently led to peasant desertion, 

occupancy rights mattered far more than ownership rights. 

Generally speaking, private ownership in land in the 

bourgeois sense, that is, in the sense in which a commodity 

could be freely bought and sold in the market, did not exist. 

There were, however, multiple interests in land. More than 

one individual or family could enjoy rights and privileges 

over a given plot.  

 

Private property in land might not be wholly absent in the 

pre-Mughal or Mughal periods. N. Karashima in his study of 

south India wrote about individual ownership rights over 

land during the Chola period. Abul Fazl‟s Ain-i-Akbari 

describes the state‟s land revenue demand as a tax on the 

property of the subject and recognizes the peasant as the 

owner of the land. According to Satish Chandra, there are 

documentary references to sale and purchase of land in the 

second half of the 17th century. On the whole, precolonial 

agrarian relations exhibited several capitalist features. 

Private interest in land had not yet struck root but 
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monetization and integration to wider commercial and 

financial networks was an everyday reality. Such partial 

development of capitalist features infuses a great deal of 

animation to the debates around the potential of capitalist 

development and the inhibitory role of colonial intervention. 

 

Mode of Production   

There have been several debates on the dominant mode of 

production in pre-colonial India. Karl Marx called it the 

Asiatic Mode. Some others called it feudal. Samir Amin in 

his Unequal Exchange describes it as the „tribute-paying 

mode‟ in which the state-class does not own the land and 

land belongs to the community. Other scholars like Daniel 

and Alice Thorner contend that feudalism without manors, 

serfs, feudal contract or vassals is not feudalism and so the 

term is not applicable in India.  

 

These historians equate “feudalism” with specific 

relationships within the medieval ruling class such as the 

relationship of vassals with their lords, based on their 

tenure of landholdings, which lasted for about a couple of 

centuries in Western Europe.  But feudalism is better 
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understood as an entire social order informed by a basic 

class contradiction. Christopher Hill, for instance, disagreed 

with the confinement of the definition of „feudal‟ within the 

realm of the military. Serfdom was certainly a key feature 

of a feudal society but it is not as though that the 

appellation feudal cannot be used to denote societies where 

serfdom was not the dominant mode of production. 

Carrying on with his criticism of overemphasis on individual 

features Hill argues that if abolition of serfdom alone is 

understood as a sufficient condition to demolish feudalism, 

then France in 1788 was not a feudal state; and there had 

never had been a bourgeois revolution in the sense of a 

revolution that overthrew the feudal state. Similarly, 

George Lefevre pointed out how the later centuries of the 

middle Ages are still called feudal, notwithstanding the 

absence of the manorial system in the strictest sense of the 

term.  

 

It is necessary to keep in mind that the manor, serfdom, 

feudal contract between vassals and their lords were 

features of West European feudalism in particular periods, 

but not throughout the feudal era. In England, the labour-
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service of the serf in the lords‟ land was commuted into 

money-rent in the 14th-15th centuries. Marx said that the 

labour service of a serf in the lords‟ land was one kind of 

feudal rent, but not the only kind. According to him, the 

essential difference between the various social formations 

does not lie in outward forms but only in the mode in which 

that surplus labour is extracted from the producer.  

 

Feudal society is primarily an agrarian society of petty 

producers—a society marked by a predominance of natural 

economy and low and stagnant condition of technique. The 

relationship between the two major classes of this society—

the landlords and the exploited peasants—is one of 

exploitation buttressed by various methods of extra-

economic coercion. The fundamental law of feudal society is 

the tendency on the part of the landlords to squeeze out the 

maximum surplus from the labour of actual producers, and 

this becomes in course of time a fetter on the development 

of productive forces. Speaking of England, Rodney Hilton 

stated that it was the struggle for rent between the 

peasants and the feudal lords, and not any direct clash of 
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urban bourgeois elements with feudal lords that became the 

“prime mover” in feudal society.  

 

In India, it was the State, along with zamindars and 

revenue-grantees that chiefly played the role of the landlord 

to the extent that their chief concern was to extract the 

maximum surplus from the direct producer in the form of 

land revenue. Framed within the terms of this basic 

antagonism, feudalism certainly existed in India.  

 

It can be said, in fact, that in parts of India feudalism had 

entered into a state of terminal crisis on the eve of colonial 

intervention. Relentless demands of an increasingly large 

and active army conducting wars and raids, partly to 

suppress revolts and partly to finance the expensive 

lifestyle of the nobles, vastly intensified the struggle for 

income from land. The struggle produced divisions within 

the ruling classes no less than it impoverished the basic 

masses. As Mughal empire entered its final phase, contests 

among rival claimants to the throne, revolts of rebellious 

chiefs, foreign invasion, resistance of the peasants and 
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artisans to feudal oppression became more and more 

widespread.  

 

This heightening of structural contradictions of Indian 

feudalism was accompanied by serious challenges in the 

cultural and ideological domain. The feudal alliance, 

consisting of both Hindu and Muslims as well as the clergy 

and the laity, thrived on its enthusiastic defence of religious 

and caste orthodoxies to the detriment of the poor and the 

oppressed. Several cultural revolts were mounted against 

caste and religious orthodoxy since the 15th century. 

Between them, these ideological movements advocated 

greater democratization in social relations. Bhakti 

movement, for instance, articulated the protests of the 

oppressed strata against the feudal landed elite. Its 

outward appearance as a religious ideology takes noting 

away from the fundamental ideals of social equality that it 

upheld most forcefully. Two of the most powerful armed 

revolts against the Mughals—those of the Satnamis and the 

Sikhs—drew handsomely from different currents of the 

Bhakti movement.  
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It is possible to argue, therefore, between them the trend 

towards the growth of private property in land, employment 

of hired labour in agriculture, growing stratification of the 

peasantry, growing monetization of the economy, 

expansion of commodity production and emergence of 

manufactories, fierce struggle for rent and ideological 

challenges, had been leading Indian feudalism to a state of 

terminal  decline.  

 

Some scholars therefore claim that India was on the 

threshold of an industrial revolution on the eve of 

colonization. The question is not really one of industrial 

revolution, but of the social revolution that smashes the old 

production relations which act as a fetter on the 

development of the productive forces that have already 

germinated within the old society—the social revolution that 

must precede the industrial revolution and make it possible 

for the industrial revolution to take place. In England, the 

17th century bourgeois revolution removed the fetters on 

the productive forces and prepared the way for the 

industrial revolution in the 18th and early 19th centuries. 

Likewise, in India, new elements that could in course of 
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time replace the old had been germinating within the womb 

of the old social order. However, the possibility of the 

transition from feudalism to capitalism was forestalled by 

colonial rule, which destroyed the progressive elements 

awakening to life within the old society. 

 


